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Abstract. A new approximate sparse factorization (CSF) of discretized elliptic systems has been 
used to solve large model Dir&let problems more efficiently than all other methods which share 
its applicablity to general elliptic systems. If this efficiency is sustained in general, CSF will 
revolutionize numerical solution of elliptic systems. 
I. Consistent Sparse Factorization (CSF). 
Efficient numerical solution of large linear systems arising from discretization of second- 
order elliptic boundary-value problems has been sought by analysts for many years. Some of 
the more efficient iterative methods depend on availability of a good “preconditioner”. This 
is a more easily solved system with coefficient matrix B approximating the actual matrix A 
in the sense that eigenvalues of B-‘A are clustered near unity. One iterates on the difference 
between systems A and B. In our search for a better preconditioner, we have discovered 
approximate sparse factorizations which are so close to A that few if any iterations are 
needed. Numerical studies have verified the accuracy and stability of the consistent sparse 
factorization described here, and a more detailed report is in preparation. 
If the difference equations reduce to the p.d.e. when the neighbors in the difference stars 
at each node are expanded in Taylor series truncated after derivatives of order k - 1 but not 
k, then the local truncation error is said to be O(hk), where h is the characteristic mesh 
spacing. An approximate sparse factorization will be designated as “consistent” if its local 
truncation error is the same as that of the approximated system. Let u be truth, Av = f, 
and Bw = f. For the usual 5- or O-point difference equations over a nonuniformly spaced 
rectangular grid, k = 3, and I/u - v/I < h*1\‘llull, where K is a generic constant. This 
0(/r*) convergence is not necessarily preserved by a consistent approximation. Our CSF 
exhibited O(1) convergence: I/u -WI] < KIIuII. S ince our consistent factorization did not 
preserve order of convergence, we had to iterate to achieve the accuracy of system A. Sparse 
factorization is especially efficient when the same system is solved for more than one forcing 
function. 
II. Other Factorizations. 
We use compass notation for difference stars. Stone [l] considered approximate factor- 
ization of five-point equations. He called this the “Strongly Implicit Procedure” (SIP) . Let 
the stars for A and the lower- and upper-triangular factors, L and U, of the approximation 
B = LU be: 
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with a(m), l(w) and u(w) coefficients of neighbor q at node p in A, L, and V respectively. 
The product of L and V is a seven-point star: 
nw II 
ZT 
B: w-p-e with coefficients b(pq) . 
11 
.9 se 
Stone approximated the nw and se neighbors by linear interpolation: nw = n + w - p and 
se =s+e - p. He then approximated B by the five-point matrix C with coefficients c(pq) 
obtained from the 6(pq) as: 
c(pe) = b(pe) +b(pse) ;c(pw)= b(pw)+b(pnw) 
c(pn) = b(w) + b(pnw) ; c(ps) = b(ps) + b(pse) 
4pp) = b(pp) - Vpnw) - Ypse) . 
(1) 
He normalized his LV by setting u(pp) = 1, leaving five free parameters for each node. 
These five parameters were then chosen to equate c(pq) to a(pq). He determined elements 
for L and U recursively, starting in the lower left corner. Boundary conditions were easily 
incorporated into the equations. This device yields a preconditioner with local truncation 
error of 0(/a*) and thus does not achieve the O(h3) error of the five-point difference equations. 
Nevertheless, this B has proven to be an effective preconditioner for a wide range of problems 
and remains a popular choice. Certain modifications have been made to enhance Stone’s 
factorization and improve stability. 
Oliphant [2,3] considered nine-point equations with the stars: 
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He normalized u(pp) to unity, leaving seven parameters per point. These parameters were 
chosen so that seven of the nine coefficients (excluding the nw and se coefficients) matched 
these coefficients in A. The parameters were computed recursively as in Stone’s method. 
The difference in coefficients of A and B at the nw and se neighbors times the last computed 
values at these neighbors was moved to the right-hand side of the equations. 
In [4], Schneider and Zedan described a procedure similar to our CSF. They added a se 
neighbor to Oliphant’s L and a nw neighbor to his U to obtain nine free parameters per node. 
They then balanced only a fraction (optimized empirically) of the added four neighbors 
in the resulting B with terms on the right-hand side of the equations. The remaining 
fraction of these terms was approximated by modifying the coefficients of neighbors common 
to the Oliphant equations before matching coefficients. The modification was based on 
linear interpolation (assuming uniform mesh spacing) of the extra nodes in terms of the 
common nine nodes. They reported a significant improvement over SIP and other methods 
in common use. They also observed that “higher-order [interpolation resulted] in a negligible 
[additional] improvement . ..” Our CSF is essentially this method with quadratic rather than 
linear interpolation, but our results indicate a significant improvement. 
III. A Consistent Factorization. 
We retain the Oliphant L and V stars. However, we express the nw and se unknowns IN 
BOTH A AND B in terms of-the other seven nodal values, using quadratic interpolation 
for the actual grid spacing. We then use the seven nodal parameters to equate coefficients 
in the resulting seven-point approximations. This retains 0(h3) truncation error. We have 
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not investigated the effect of splitting the interpolation between the left and right sides of 
the equation as described in [a]. 
Quadratic interpolation requires only six of the seven available nodes. We have arbitrarily 
chosen the average of the approximations first with the ne and then with the SW neighbor 
removed. This is the only arbitrary feature of CSF. The interpolation formulas with spacing 
ratios d = h(i - 1)/h(i) and f = h(j - 1)/k(j) at p(i,j), where h(i) = z(i + 1) - z(i), and 
R(j) = y(j + 1) - y(j) are: 
nw = (n + w - p) + 0.5 [d(n + e - ne - p) + (s + w - SW - p)/f] 
se=(s+e-p)+0.5[(s+w-sw-p)/d+f(n+e-ne-p)] (2) 
The first term on the right of each of these equations is the Stone linear interpolation. 
The second term is the second order correction made possible by the additional nodes in the 
seven-point equations. This approach also applies to five-point equations, for which there 
is no interpolation required for A and two of the matched coefficients (ne and SW) are zero. 
When the spacing is uniform in each direction, the reduction by this interpolation of the 
conventional nine-point equations to seven-point equations leads to zero coefficients for the 
ne and SW neighbors. These reduced equations are in fact the usual five-point equations [4]. 
Equations 2 are consistent when the solution is twice differentiable. There is an important 
class of problems in which a diffusion constant O(z, y) is piecewise continuous with possible 
jumps along grid lines connecting p to its n, s, w and e neighbors. Let D, be the value in 
quadrant t at node p. Then consistency is retained if the factors in parentheses in Equations 
2 are multiplied by the diffusion coefficients of the corresponding quadrants with Danw and 
D4se on the left-hand side. 
Interpolation formulas for general convex quadrilaterals have been derived with the aid of 
MACSYMA. The expressions are complicated functions of the grid coordinates. Quadratic 
interpolation is ensured when any six of the seven interpolation nodes do not fall on a conic. 
Interpolation formulas may be computed for all nodes in parallel. 
The recursion formulas which equate matrix C to the seven-point approximation of -4 
differ from those used previously in that the values for I(ps), I(psw) and I(pw) can only 
be obtained by simultaneous solution of three equations. The remaining four values are 
computed sequentially. It has not been shown that the three equations solved simultaneously 
must always have a nonsingular coefficient matrix. Numerical difficulties have not yet been 
encountered, but this demands more intensive analysis. 
IV. Numerical Studies. 
A series of test problems were solved on a VAX. Generation of the L and U factors and 
solution of the factored equations required 68 flops. Subsequent generation of the residual 
r = f - Aw(t) required 9 flops. Solution of Bw’ = I and updating to w(t + 1) = w(t) + w’ 
required another 8 flops per iteration. One more flop was needed for computing ]]w’]] or ]]r]] 
to monitor convergence. The studies reported here were for Poisson’s equation over a unit 
square with given boundary values. In all cases boundary conditions and the forcing vector 
were determined to yield a desired solution vector for comparison purposes. 
When the solution was quadratic, the first iteration reproduced this solution. This quali- 
fied much of the program. We next chose the solution u(z, y) = l/( 1 + z + y). We computed 
Ilf-Azll and ]]u-z]] f or each approximation z to the known solution u, where nodal values 
of u(z, y) were chosen as the components of u. The results are summarized in Table 1, in 
which the number of iterations to achieve an error norm less than twice that of the solution 
v to Av = f is tabulated for various grid sizes. 
The same problem was solved with variable spacing. Increments increased toward 2: and 
y = l/2 with ratios of successive increments varying from 0.72 for n = 10 to 0.98 for n = 160. 
Results of this study are given in Table 2. 
V. Analysis Of Test Problems. - 
As predicted by theory, JJu - v]] < h*K]]u]]. Both ]]u]] and ](u - w]] increased as h-l 
and the relative error satisfied ]]u - w]]/]]u]] N .002 for all h. Convergence depends on 
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consistency and stability. We observed that the elements in the B matrix increased as we 
marched from the lower left corner to generate B and that this led to ljBl/ < Kh-* in 
contrast with l/All < K. This is a loss of O(h-*) in stability. Despite the O(h-*) increase in 
relative error in w, very few iterations were required with B as a preconditioner to reduce 
the error to twice the discretization error in v. 
The residual norm for the first iteration with the preconditioner decreases as h while 
the actual error norm increases as h-‘. This is an instructive example of possible false 
convergence estimates based on residuals. For this test problem, the maximum pointwise 
error after the initial solution of the factored equations was around 1% for all grids. This is 
often adequate, but the low cost of one iteration (only 18 flops/node) is such that one may 
prefer to perform an extra iteration to establish that the error is within prescribed bounds. 
The norm of the error after one correction was around 0.012% of Ilull. 
These CSF results were compared with theoretical and observed performance of alternative 
iterative methods. In Table 3, the values for f are the approximate number of flops to obtain 
the converged solution. Four methods are compared: CSF, Block Red-Black Chebyshev 
(BRBCC) where the blocks are rows of points, g-point Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) 
[5], and Block Modified Incomplete Choleski accelerated by Conjugate Gradient (BMICCG) 
iteration. If t is the number of iterations, then the tabulated values for f for these methods 
were f(CSF) = 60 + 18t, f(AD1) = 13t which allows for the double sweep, f(BRBCC) = 
6t which allows for the fact that only half the points need be improved each iteration, and 
f(BMICCG) = 20 + 20t which allows a modest arithmetic for the initial factorization. 
TABLE 1. ERROR SUMMARY FOR THE TEST PROBLEM 
With Uniform Mesh Spacing 
Grid boxes (n x n) 10 x 10 20 x 20 40 x 40 80 x 80 160x160 
E(A) = lju -w/( : 8.7E - 4 4.3E - 4 2.1.E - 4 +l.lE - 4 * 5.3E - 5 
Initial E-residual 
IV - AwlI : 2.OE -3 1.OE - 3 5.1E - 4 2.5E - 4 1.3E - 4 
Initial B-error 
E(1) = IltL - WI1 : l.lE - 2 2.OE - 2 3.9E - 2 7.6E - 2 1.5E - 1 
Iterations t for 
E(t) < 2E(A) : 2 3 4 5 8 
E(t) 1.4E-3 4.9E-4 2.9E-4 2.2E-4 9.7E - 5 
TABLE 2. ERROR SUMMARY FOR A TEST PROBLEM 
With Nonuniform Mesh Spacing 
Grid boxes (n x n) 10 x 10 20 x 20 40 x 40 80 x 80 160 x 160 
E(A) = lb - 4 1.2E - 3 5.8E - 4 2.9E - 4 *1.5E-4 .7.5E - 5 
Initial B-residual 
Ilr - AwlI : 3.4E - 3 1.7E - 3 8.6E - 4 4.2E - 4 2.3E - 4 
Initial E-error 
E(1) = I/u - w/l : 8.1E - 3 1.4E - 2 2.6E - 2 5.lE - 2 l.OE - 1 
Iterations t for 
E(t) < 2E(A) : 2 3 4 5 6 
E(t) : 1.8E - 3 7.8E - 4 3.9E - 4 2.lE - 4 1.3E - 4 
Table 3 gives rough estimates of scalar performance. Theoretical convergence rates for 
AD1 and BRBCC are quite accurate and were used to compute values for f in the table. 
BMICCG, on the other hand, is-not predictable. Numerical experiments reported in [6] gave 
*Vaiues of E(A) for n = 80 and 160 were extrapolated from cOarSe results. 
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11 iterations for n = 100 and R = 5.OG6. This was the most efficient method among many 
compared in [6]. The number of iterations for ICCG varies as -nlogR. Tabulated values for 
n = 80 and n = 160 are based on the reported result for n = 100 and this variation. For 
Table 3, the initial error with a zero guess is equal to ~~u~~, and this value was computed 
analytically as 0.5364n. 
The logn growth in t of AD1 is not attained for nonseparable problems. The most efficient 
alternatives, other than multigrid, have at best linear growth in n. Thus,, the BMICCG re- 
sult for this problem is about as good as one may expect among all approximate factorization 
methods prior to CSF. We anticipate comparable CSF convergence rates in application to the 
broader class of problems to which approximate sparse factorization methods have been ap- 
plied. TABLE 3. ITERATION COMPARISON FOR THE TEST PROBLEM 
With Uniform Spacing 
nxnGrid: n-l= 10 20 40 SO 160 
Initial error: E(0) 5.4 10.7 21.5 42.9 85.S 
Discretization 
error E(A): 8.7E - 4 4.3E - 4 2.1E - 4 1.1E - 4 5.3E - 5 
Error Reduction 
R= PE(A)/E(O): 3.2E - 4 8.OE - 5 2.OE - 5 5.1E - 6 1.2E - 6 
Spectral Radius 
of Jacobi Matrix: 0.9278 0.9816 0.99538 0.99884 0.99971 
f(CSF) 96 114 132 150 204 
f(BRBCC) 57 135 309 696 1518 
f(AD1) 52 78 104 143 195 
f(BMICCG) 200 420 
A comparison of E(1) in Table 1 with E(0) in Table 3 reveals that the initial CSF error 
reduction did not vary with n, and the increase in t for finer grids was needed only to attain 
the associated higher accuracy. 
Multigrid solution of elliptic systems can be very efficient. There are so many variants 
of multigrid (MG) that a comparison is less definitive. A rough estimate of MG work can 
be based on an idealized strategy in which one V-cycle suffices after the solution has been 
obtained to the prescribed accuracy on the next (coarser) level. If only one mesh sweep is 
needed at each level going down and up the V-cycle and if a direct solution is found at the 
coarsest level, then it can be shown that the total number of MG flops is about the same as 
CSF with one iterative correction. This CSF strategy yielded about .Ol% average accuracy 
for the test problem considered here. It is premature to draw conclusions regarding relative 
merits of MG and CSF in view of the limited results with CSF and the variety of JIG 
strategies. However, it appears that CSF is competitive with MG at its optimal efficiency. 
If more than one sweep per level or more than one V-cycle for each advance to a higher level 
is required with MG, then CSF should be superior. 
V. Remarks. 
Consistent sparse factorization is a promising alternative to methods currently used for 
solving elliptic BVP’s. Although numerical results are encouraging, more extensive studies 
are needed to qualify CSF. Only one of a family of possible consistent factorizations has thus 
far been implemented. Higher-order-consistent and 3D schemes have been formulated but 
not implemented. For the model Dirichlet problem reported here, CSF was clearly superior 
to sparse factorizations in common use. Relative efficiency of CSF and multigrid as a function 
of problem characteristics remains to be explored. Vector and parallel implementation should 
be similar to that of other sparse factorization preconditioners. Only scalar performance has 
been compared here. 
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